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Abstract: I have spent the last 30 years of my academic life in "Control," and have been a restless
traveller to various destinations in this landscape. The first phase started with the classical Laplace
domain, led on to state-space models, and then to estimation and robust control and differential
games. The next phase saw me visit nonlinear systems and nonlinear control. The terrain here was
more difficult, but the efforts more rewarding. Restlessness followed, and a feeling of not doing things
the right way set in. It was then that I took a plunge into a vast expanse of water called "differential
geometry." The commute was tougher and I had to resurface for breaths every now and then. But soon
the journey was enjoyable, and I was led to greater depths called Lie groups and their many
applications. I have never looked back since then.

In this journey I have delved into many applications as well, notable among them being wheeled
mobile robots and aerospace vehicles. This talk will walk you through this journey, highlighting the
many contributions from my students in the past 10 years.
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